Pharma foods
More customised foods blur the line between pharmaceuticals and food as
QXWULJHQRPLFVDOORZLQGLYLGXDOLVHGGLHWVWRȣWJHQHWLFSURȣOHV
As awareness of advances in biotechnology is
increasing, a growing area of interest is in the use of
foods for medical purposes. There is a long-standing
tradition in many cultures of using natural herbs
ERH JSSHW XS XVIEX EMPQIRXW -R VIGIRX ]IEVW WS
GEPPIH³WYTIVJSSHW´LEZIWXEVXIHXSVIGIMZIMRGVIEWMRK
EXXIRXMSR TEVXMGYPEVP] MR XLI QIHME -RXIVIWX MW RS[
rapidly expanding to foods with clinically enhanced
properties. Probiotics, prebiotics, functional foods,
GPMRMGEPJSSHWERHRYXVEGIYXMGEPWEVIEPPXEPOIHEFSYX
and promoted as being good for you either in general
SV F] WTIGM½GEPP] XEVKIXMRK E FSHMP] JYRGXMSR WYGL
as improving digestion, bone density and so on. As
technology evolves and more is understood about
LS[XSXEMPSVJSSHERHHVYKGSQFMREXMSRWXSFIXXIV½X
individual needs, the opportunities for tailored foods
XLEXYWIMQTVSZIHKIRIXMGTVS½PMRKEVIFYVKISRMRK
&]  QER] MR XLI TLEVQEGIYXMGEPW ERH JSSH
industries predict biotechnical advances to combine
JSSHWKVS[RMRXLI½IPHERHHVYKWHIZIPSTIHMRXLI
PEF-RXLIRI\XHIGEHI[IGERI\TIGXXSWIIEWLMJX
MRWSQISJSYVFEWMGWJVSQXVEHMXMSREP³JEVQIVJSSHW´
XSQSVIWSTLMWXMGEXIH³TLEVQEJSSHW´
The term nutraceuticals, which comes from a
combination of nutrition and pharmaceuticals, is
used to describe ‘food, or a part of a food, that
TVSZMHIW QIHMGEP SV LIEPXL FIRI½XW MRGPYHMRK XLI
TVIZIRXMSR ERHSV XVIEXQIRX SJ E HMWIEWI´ 7S SRI
TIVWSR´W JYRGXMSREP JSSH GER FI ERSXLIV TIVWSR´W
RYXVEGIYXMGEP +MZIR XLEX XLI] EVI GLIETIV XLER

pharmaceutical products and can sometimes
TVSZMHI WSQI SJ XLI FIRI½XW RYXVEGIYXMGEPW EVI E
growth sector attracting pharmaceutical and biotech
GSQTERMIWMRGPYHMRKXLIPMOIWSJ1SRWERXS(Y4SRX
%FFSXX .SLRWSR .SLRWSR 2SZEVXMWERH+IR^]QI
Transgenic. Clinical foods, or medical foods, are by
GSRXVEWX WTIGM½GEPP] JSVQYPEXIH XS QIIX GIVXEMR
RYXVMXMSREP VIUYMVIQIRXW SJ TISTPI [MXL WTIGM½G
illnesses.They are regulated and therefore prescribed
by physicians. Nutraceuticals are, therefore, not
clinical foods.
While these products have been appearing on the
QEVOIX MR VIGIRX ]IEVW XLI RI\X WXIT RS[ SR XLI
LSVM^SRMWMRJSSHWGVIEXIHJSVQIHMGEPFIRI½X8LI
FMK GLERKI MW XLI PMRO FIX[IIR JSSH TVITEVEXMSR
and nutrigenomics, which is applying the sciences
of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and
metabolomics to human nutrition. Nutrigenomics is
a relatively new science and is the application of highthroughput genomic tools in nutrition research: now
that human genes have been sequenced and we can
YRHIVWXERHQSVIEFSYXSYVQEOIYTRYXVMKIRSQMGW
is essentially the science that allows us to tailor food
XS½XSYVKIRIXMGTVS½PIW

The big change is the link between food
preparation and nutrigenomics.

`8LIJYXYVISJLIEPXL

A salmon can be raised in half the
normal time, have less fat, more meat
and include extra nutrients.
4LEVQEJSSHW³FMSTLEVQEGIYXMGEPW´SV³JEVQEGIYXMGEPW´
are one outcome of this and are compounds produced
JVSQ KIRIXMGEPP] QSHM½IH GVSTW SV ERMQEPW 8LI]
provide higher than usual amounts of various nutrients
that can be consumed as foods. What distinguishes
them from functional foods, nutraceuticals and their
PMOI EVI XLEX XLI] EVI RSX REXYVEPP] SGGYVVMRK8LI]
EVI IRKMRIIVIH XS TVSZMHI WTIGM½G LIEPXL FIRI½XW
JSVMRWXERGI KIRI³TLEVQMRK´ EPPS[WWGMIRXMWXWXSEPXIV
ER ERMQEP´W (2% F] GSQFMRMRK MX [MXL (2% JVSQ
ERSXLIV WTIGMIW 8LI VIWYPXMRK KIRIXMGEPP] QSHM½IH
ERMQEPW ¯ XVERWKIRMG ½WL GEXXPI WLIIT KSEXW ERH
GLMGOIRW¯EVIXEMPSVIHXSTVSZMHIIQFIHHIHHVYKW
and proteins for human consumption. Proponents,
WYGLEWXLI&MSXIGLRSPSK]-RHYWXV]3VKERM^EXMSRWII
that transgenic animals can not only be provided with
traits that will improve disease resistance, but also that
they can accelerate growth and increase proteins,
provider leaner meats, increased muscle mass and
MQTVSZIHRYXVMXMSREPUYEPMX]7SJSVI\EQTPIEWEPQSR
can be raised in half the normal time, have less fat,
more meat and include extra nutrients. Although
RS TVSHYGXW EVI GYVVIRXP] SR XLI QEVOIX XLI 97
2EXMSREP%GEHIQ]SJ7GMIRGIYRHIVXSSOEWXYH]XLEX
did not identify any food safety concerns. Alongside
the ethical issues of blurring the difference between
different species, issues around environmental impact
and animal welfare are, however, raised by those
against this sort of development.

Plant-made pharmaceuticals are produced by
using similar technology in plants: transgenic plants
are engineered to have resistance to pests and
harsh conditions as well as improved shelf life and
RYXVMXMSREP ZEPYI 1SHM½IH TSXEXSIW LEZI FIIR
IRLERGIH [MXL TVSXIMR ERH MR  WGMIRXMWXW
altered a carrot so that it would produce calcium
and become a possible cure for osteoporosis.
8LIVILEWEPWSFIIRHMWGYWWMSRSJXLIFIRI½XXLEX
GER FI KEMRIH JSV ZMXEQMR % HI½GMIRG] JVSQ XLI
consumption of golden rice, which was developed by
XLI-RXIVREXMSREP6MGI6IWIEVGL-RWXMXYXIXSEPPIZMEXI
QMGVSRYXVMIRXHI½GMIRGMIWMRHIZIPSTMRKGSYRXVMIW
As a group, such pharma foods have been a
GSRXVSZIVWMEP MWWYI *SV I\EQTPI FEGO MR 
WIZIVEPJSSHGSQTERMIWPSFFMIHXLI97(ITEVXQIRX
of Agriculture against the introduction of pharma
foods due to ‘concerns about their negative impacts
SR JSSH WEJIX] SR QEVOIXW JSV JSSH GVSTW ERH SR
XLIMRXIKVMX]SJXLI[MHIVJSSHWYTTP]´4ITWM'SWE[
XLEX³XLI WMKRM½GERX VMWOSJ GVSTGSRXEQMREXMSRXLEX
is present when plant-made pharmaceuticals are
produced in food and/or feed crops leads us to
the conclusion that the only way to prevent such
E GSRXEQMREXMSR MW XS TVSLMFMX XLIMV TVSHYGXMSR´ -R
MXW  'SVTSVEXI 7SGMEP 6IWTSRWMFMPMX] VITSVX
addressing concern about the testing of plant-made
TLEVQEGIYXMGEPW +IRIVEP 1MPPW WXEXIH XLEX³XS JYPP]
ensure the safety of world production via plants
ERHKVEMRW +IRIVEP1MPPWGYVVIRXP]STTSWIWQSZMRK
XS TVSHYGXMSR SJ ER] WSGEPPIH³TLEVQEJSSH´ XLEX
would use a food crop or food grain to grow or
TVSHYGITPERXQEHITLEVQEGIYXMGEPW´
However, despite this reticence, and given the
increasingly populous and hungry world, many
companies are now progressing with the development

4LEVQEJSSHW`

SJTLEVQEJSSHW-RLMWMRMXMEPTIVWTIGXMZISRXLIJYXYVI
SJJSSH .MQ/MVO[SSHLMKLPMKLXIHXLISTTSVXYRMXMIW
and challenges:

REXYVEPJSSHHIPMZIVIHTVIZIRXEXMZILIEPXLFIRI½XWERH
begin to provide natural, food-delivered disease state
MQTVSZIQIRXFIRI½XW[MXLSYXJSSHFIGSQMRKEHVYK²

“Pharma-foods, the intersection between food and
pharmaceuticals, is an area of growing opportunity
for many in the food sector. As consumers demand
QSVI XIGLRSPSKMGEPP] WSTLMWXMGEXIH JSSHW [MXL YRMUYI
GSQTPI\LIEPXLFIRI½XW JSSHGSQTERMIW[MPPRIIHXS
respond. We now understand more about individuals’
disease propensities from the human genome.Therefore
nutrigenomic determination of diet becomes technically
possible.Technology is advancing and as natural bioactive
components are better understood, the line between
pharma and food will blur: The challenge will be how
XS GSRXMRYI XS ½RH RI[ [E]W XS GSRXMRYI XS TVSZMHI

-R E 2I[=SVO [SVOWLST XLMW ZMI[ KEMRIH GPIEV
support. As well as the wider recognition of the
global need for more proteins and nutrients,
TEVXMGMTERXW WE[ XLEX³KIRIXMG TVS½PMRK MW EHZERGMRK
ZIV]UYMGOP]ERHMWRS[EGGITXIHEWEKSSHXLMRK´
‘business models in the pharmaceuticals sector
EVI IRGSYVEKMRK WMKRM½GERX MRZIWXQIRX MR XLI EVIE´
and that ‘nutrigenomics will fundamentally change
consumer healthcare as nutritional screening
FIGSQIW E WXERHEVH TEVX SJ LIEPXL GLIGOYTW ERH
GSRWYQIVW VIEHMP] TVSZMHI XLIMV KIRIXMG TVS½PI´
%PXLSYKLEGSRXVSZIVWMEPWYFNIGXKMZIRXLIFIRI½XWXS
be gained, the fast pace of technology development
and a shift in government regulation on the horizon,
the advent of widespread availability of pharma
JSSHWF]PSSOWMRGVIEWMRKP]PMOIP] 'YWXSQMWIH
JSSHW XLEX QEXGL QIHMGEP FIRI½X XS ]SYV KIRIXMG
TVS½PI[MPPFIMR]SYVWLSTTMRKFEWOIXWSSR

+IRIXMGTVS½PMRKMWEHZERGMRKZIV]
UYMGOP]ERHMWRS[EGGITXIHEWE
good thing.
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